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The Status of the Moldovan Language

Abstract

This article discusses the status of the language spoken in the Republic
of Moldova, which presents some particular features compared with the
standard Romanian language. For almost two centuries, Moldova was
part of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union and subject to their
language policies, which was responsible for an independent develop-
ment of the language in certain aspects. However, with the independ-
ence of Moldova in 1991, this development came to an end. The speakers
of Moldovan show a strong awareness of their language. This fact and
the attitude of today’s official institutions vis-à-vis their language leads
to the conclusion that Moldovan is not a language of its own. The socio-
linguistic situation suggests speaking of a variety of the pluricentric
Romanian language. The advocates of an independent Moldovan lan-
guage use arguments which are based on the notion that an own lan-
guage is necessary to define statehood. Such arguments are not valid.

1. Introduction

The topic of this article is the status of the language of the Republic of

Moldova. I will discuss the sociolinguistic status of Moldovan and, in particular,

the disputed question whether it is a language of its own or a variety of Roma-

nian. After presenting the country and its history and language, I shall discuss

which criteria should be applied in order to determine the status of a language

and confront them with the linguistic reality of the language spoken in Moldova.

Then I shall go on to examine whether Romanian can be considered as a

pluricentric language based on the criteria developed by Clyne/Muhr (2012). For

reasons of space, I shall not discuss pluricentricity in detail.

2. The Republic of Moldova

Since August 1991, the Republic of Moldova has been an independent and

sovereign State. The capital of Moldova is Chișinău. On the North, East and South 

Moldova has borders with Ukraine, and on the West, it is separated from Roma-

nia by the Prut River. The country has a population of 2,954,000 (2021 est.) and a
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total area of 33,843 sq. km. About three-quarters of Moldova’s population consist

of ethnic Moldovans. There are smaller populations of Ukrainians, Russians, Ga-

gauz, Roma, and Bulgarians. There are two regions with a special status:

 Unitatea Teritorială Autonomă Găgăuzia (Autonomous Territorial Unit Gagauzia)

and

 Unitățile administrativ-teritoriale din stînga Nistrului (Territorial administrative

units from the left part of Nistru river, generically known as Transnistria).

Map of the Republic of Moldova1

3. History

In order to illustrate the complex history of Moldova, I shall describe the

development of the historical regions from which the present-day states of Ro-

mania and Moldova emerged in the 19th and 20th centuries.

1 Source: Encyclopædia Britannica: https://www.britannica.com/place/Moldova#/
media/1/388005/206590
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At the beginning of modern times, the Romanian territories were divided

into a large number of political organisational units, some of which were admin-

istrated by different Empires, especially by the Habsburg Monarchy. The most

important autonomous Principalities were Wallachia, Moldova and Transylva-

nia, which, in the wake of the collapse of the Hungarian Kingdom, became vas-

sals of the Ottoman Empire (Murgescu, 2006:223).

The principality of Moldova was founded in the first half of the 14th cen-

tury and became independent about 1349 (Encyclopaedia Britannica). Under the

reign of the Moldovan prince Alexander the Good (Alexandru cel Bun, 1400-

1432), the border of the principality was moved to the Black Sea. Thus, the

Moldovan state reached its largest extent with an area of 94,000 km2. However,

over the course of the next centuries, essential areas were lost again (Lin-

denbauer, 2017:171). Like the other Principalities, Moldova became a vassal of

the Ottoman Empire. After the Peace Treaty of Bucharest, which ended the

Russo-Turkish War of 1806–1812, the eastern half of the principality was an-

nexed by the Russian Empire, which called this region Bessarabia (Giurescu,

2000: 248) and remained part of the Russian Empire until 1918.

In 1859, Alexandru Cuza was elected as prince in both Moldavia (the part

to the West of the river Prut, which did not belong to the Russian Empire) and

Walachia. He was followed by Prince Charles of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, who

achieved formal independence after the Russo-Turkish War of 1877–78 and ob-

tained formal recognition of Romania as a kingdom in 1881 (Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica). When Austria-Hungary was defeated in World War I, the Romanians of

Transylvania in late 1918 proclaimed the land united with Romania. In 1920, the

Allies confirmed the union in the Treaty of Trianon (Encyclopaedia Britannica).

In the wake of the chaos brought about by the Russian Revolution, in De-

cember 1917, the Moldovan Democratic Republic (Republica Democratică Moldove-

nească) was proclaimed, which, however, initially remained in association with

the Russian Federation for the time being (Lindenbauer, 2017:174). But in Janu-

ary 1918, the Sfatul Ţārii (Council of the State) proclaimed the independent Re-

public of Moldavia and, subsequently, voted in favour of a unification with Ro-

mania, which was recognised in the Treaty of Paris of 1920 by France, Great Brit-

ain, Italy and Japan, but not by the United States and the Soviet Union (Lin-

denbauer, 2017:174). So, Greater Romania, the expanded nation-state uniting the

majority of Romanians, came into being. Through the acquisition of

Transylvania and the Banat from Hungary, Bukovina from Austria, and
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Bessarabia from Russia, the country’s territory was doubled (Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica).

In 1924, the Soviet Union had created a Moldavian Autonomous Soviet So-

cialist Republic (MASSR) on the territory east of the Dniester River, within the

Ukrainian S.S.R. After the collapse of the western European front in the Second

World War, in 1940 Romania was compelled to cede its territories between the

Prut and Dniester rivers back to the Soviet Union. Under Stalin the landlocked

Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic (MSSR) was created out of the central rump

of eastern Moldova and a narrow part of the MASSR (Transnistria) (Encyclopae-

dia Britannica). In the climate of Mikhail Gorbachev's perestroika and glasnost,

the weakening and eventual collapse of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union

led to the declaration of independence in 1990. The Gagauz in the south and the

Russians east of the Dniester responded by declaring independent republics of

their own (Encyclopaedia Britannica).

4. The Romanian language

Romanian is a part of the Eastern Romance sub-branch of Romance lan-

guages and, like the other Romance languages, developed between the fifth and

seventh/eighth centuries, but took a specific development that gave this lan-

guage a special position among the neo-Latin languages (Arvinte, 2010:288). Ro-

manian formed a language continuum, i.e. a large interconnected linguistic area

to the north and south of the Danube, which fell apart due to the infiltration of

Slavic settlers between the late seventh and the twelfth centuries. A differentia-

tion of the original Romanian language occurred into today's Dako-Romanian,

which is limited to the Romanian territory, as well as the three varieties spoken

outside today's Romanian territory: Istro-Romanian, Aromunian and Megleno-

Romanian (Lindenbauer, 2006:339-340).

The historical events and the cultural and religious circumstances had the

effect that the Romanians were the only Romanesque people for centuries to use

not Latin, but Church Slavonic as a cult and cultural language (Arvinte,

2010:289). This Slavic influence is very clearly evident in the vocabulary, which

shows a significant proportion of words of Slavic origin. The borrowings come

from almost all semantic areas, whether concrete or abstract, and refer to very

frequently used terms (Schroeder, 2010:348).

In addition, Romanian shows morphological and grammatical peculiarities

that distinguish it from other Romance languages, but which it shares with other

Balkan languages. In this field it should be mentioned: The special genitive-
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dative case form, the enclitic specific article, the so-called short infinitive, the

formation of the futurum and the conditional with vream and the use of the sub-

junctive in cases where other Romance languages use the infinitive (Ivănescu, 

2000:744).

The influence of Slavic is also evidenced by the fact that Romanian was

written with Cyrillic letters. It was not until the 19th century that the transition

to the Latin alphabet took place, which also had the purpose of making the Latin

origin of the Romanian language clear. At the beginning, an etymological spell-

ing was used, but this gave way to the now common phonematic spelling with

diacritic characters (Ivănescu, 2000:686-691).

5. Differences between Moldovan and the Romanian spoken in Romania

Generally speaking, the differences between Moldovan and the Romanian

spoken in Romania are not very great. Heitmann (2011:508) points out that the

spoken (colloquial) Moldovan is a regional variety of Romanian, which is as

common in a large part of Romania (the territory of the former Principality of

Moldova) as in the territories of the Republic of Moldova.

According to Gabinskij (2002:134), whilst there are differences between

Moldovan and Romanian spoken in Romania regarding the pronunciation of

some phonemes and some grammatical features, the most striking differences

exist in the lexicon.

6. Codification of the Moldovan language

6.1. Academy of Sciences of Moldova

The Institutul de Filologie Română "Bogdan Petriceicu-Hasdeu", which is incor-

porated into the Ministry of Education, Culture and Research, is a public insti-

tute entrusted with the tasks of fundamental and applied research in the fields

of linguistics, literature, folklore and terminology.

Point 2.4 of the Statutes reads: Obiectivele principale ale Institutului sunt: 1)

studierea şi descrierea limbii române în Republica Moldova (The main objectives of

the Institute are: 1) Study and description of the Romanian language in the Re-

public of Moldova) (Statute of the Institute of Romanian Philology, 2018:4).

The Statutes do not use the expression “Moldovan language”, they exclu-

sively speak of “the Romanian language in the Republic of Moldova”, so for ex-

ample, describing in more detail the tasks of the Institute: studierea procesului

funcţionării limbii române ca mijloc de comunicare în Republica Moldova (study of the
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functioning process of the Romanian language as a means of communication in

the Republic of Moldova).

6.2. Stati, Dicţionar moldovenesc-românesc

The dictionary contains 19,000 entries of expressions of the language spo-

ken in Moldova with an explanation in Romanian (Stati, 2003:12). The dictionary

assumes the existence of two different languages; in the introduction it speaks of

două limbi naţionale: moldovenească şi românească (two national languages: Moldo-

van and Romanian). It is clearly stated that the purpose of this dictionary is po-

litical; it is intended to underline Moldova's statehood. I quote a characteristic

sentence from the introduction to the dictionary as an example of the ideologi-

cal orientation of the work (Stati, 2003:6):

Prin promovarea noţiunii de “limba moldovenească” se urmăreşte: renun-
ţarea categorică la statalitatea românească a Republicii Moldova. Deci de-
zicerea, renunţarea de lingvonimul limba moldovenească înseamnă de-
zicere, renunţarea de Statul Moldovenesc, acceptarea statalităţii
româneşti.
[By promoting the notion of "Moldovan language" it is intended to cate-
gorically renounce the Romanian statehood of the Republic of Moldova.
So, to disclaim and to renounce the Moldovan language means disclaiming
and renouncing the Moldovan State and accepting the Romanian state-
hood.]

The dictionary was criticised and even ridiculed in the harshest terms. Bo-

joga (2013:40-41) quotes Ion Barbuta, director at the Institute of Linguistics of

the Academy of Sciences in Moldova, who called it o absurditate servind scopuri

politice (an absurdity serving political purposes), others called it vocabular al lim-

bii de bricolaj (dictionary of do-it-yourself language) and so on.

7. Language vs. variety

Language and dialect are ambiguous terms. In literature, there are numer-

ous opinions and approaches to answer this question.

Some scholars believe that philological criteria should be used to clarify

this question. Bojoga (2013:65), for example, discussing the status of the lan-

guage spoken in the Republic of Moldova, points out that linguists are able to es-

tablish objective scientific criteria which clearly define the status of a language.

Heitmann (2011:513) takes a similar stance. In his opinion, the doctrine of the

two languages, Moldovan and Romanian, is purely politically motivated and ob-
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jectively unjustifiable. I admit that criteria such as mutual intelligibility, Aus-

bausprache and autonomy in many cases allow a clear definition of the status of a

given language. But in some situations this is not possible, mainly because of po-

litical, ideological or religious reasons, as, for example, in the case of Urdu and

Hindi or Serbian and Croatian.

I agree with Wardhaugh/Fuller (2015:32), who point out that the defining

factor in determining whether two varieties are considered distinct languages or

dialects of the same language is their socio-political identity, rather than their

linguistic similarity or difference.

Kremnitz's approach is interesting (Kremnitz, 2008). According to this au-

thor, neither formal linguistics nor sociolinguistics can offer a solution to the

problem. The only sub-discipline of language sciences that tries to take into ac-

count the complexity of data and contradictions is language policy. He proposes

to intensify the reflections around polycentric conceptions. In Kremnitz’s words

these could contribute to de-dramatising the debates and trying to maintain the

communicative potential of the languages thus defined without oppressing sub-

groups.

In my opinion, the Moldovan case cannot be resolved by means of philol-

ogical criteria. That is why I shall use for my analysis the criteria of socio-

political identity and politics, in particular, language politics.

8. Bilingualism

An important factor in assessing the language spoken in Moldova is bilin-

gualism. Officially, the expression bilingvismil armonios (harmonic bilingualism)

was often mentioned, but according to Bojoga (2013:77), in practice, Moldovan

had the role of a cenuşăreasă (Cinderella) and was pushed out of the public space

by Russian.

Moranta (2015: 137) adds that it was an unbalanced social bilingualism,

which was a general diglossia as a result of decades of russification policy, as

was the case in the other non-Russian republics of the Soviet Union – each with a

local national language alongside Russian. He compares the situation with the

situation in the Catalan-speaking areas of Spain, where social bilingualism was

glorified, but in practice had the purpose of establishing a hierarchical concep-

tion and affirming the political status quo of the language of the state. Catalan

sociolinguists speak of the bilingüisme com a mite (bilingualism as myth) or bi-

lingüisme mític (mythical bilingualism). Gabinskij (2002:138) states that in the cit-

ies (except Transnistria) Moldovan and Russian are heard approximately in a
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50:50 ratio, although Moldovan is gaining in importance as an official and every-

day language.

9. The official name of the language

The Declaration of Independence of 1991, speaks of “Romanian” as the

state language: … decretarea limbii române ca limbă de stat și reintroducerea alfabetu-

lui latin ... (declaring Romanian as the state language and reintroducing the Latin

alphabet …).

However, the Constitution of Moldova, which was adopted in 1994, states

in article 13: Limba de stat a Republicii Moldova este limba moldovenească, funcţionînd

pe baza grafiei latine (The national language of the Republic of Moldova is Moldo-

van, and its writing is based on the Latin alphabet).

The Official Website of the Republic of Moldova (2021), referring to the de-

cision of the Constitutional Court of December 5th 2013, which states that the

Declaration of Independence has priority over the Constitution in case of diver-

gence, mentions that the Government supports the legislative initiative to sub-

stitute the expression “Moldovan language” by “Romanian language”: substi-

tuirea sintagmei „limba moldovenească, funcționând pe baza grafiei latine” cu „limba

română”.

It is noteworthy to mention that this website calls the languages in which

it can be accessed, RO (Romanian), EN (English) und RU (Russian). There is no

mention of Moldovan. Bojoga points out that in official use it is often avoided to

mention the name of the language, and other names are used. In this context,

the author quotes the expressions limba de stat (language of the State), limba no-

astră (our language), limba oficială (the official language), limba de instruire (lan-

guage of instruction), limba neamului (language of the people), limba strămoşea-

scă (the ancestral language) and others (Bojoga, 2013:63). 

Avoiding the name of the language is a strategy that can also be found in

other languages. Moranta (2015:134) points out that similar names in Spanish

and Catalan were used for Catalan to disguise the name of the language, such as

llengua nostra (our language), lengua cooficial distinta del castellano (co-official lan-

guage other than Spanish) and lengua autonómica (language of the Autonomous

Community).

Another example is the term Unterrichtssprache (language of instruction)

for German introduced in 1946 in the school reports in Austria, with which the

Ministers of Education Fischer and later Hurdes wanted to avoid any reference

to German, perhaps also in order not to stand in the way of a possible special
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peace treaty with Austria after the Second World War. However, this designation

was soon withdrawn (Dollinger, 2021:124).

10. Language policy

State language policy plays a special role in assessing the character of the

language spoken in the Republic of Moldova. However, the objectives and con-

crete measures of this language policy changed over the course of history.

10.1 The tsarist period (1812–1918)

In the first stage of the tsarist period, in which 95% of the population only

understood their mother tongue, which was on the level of a colloquial language

of peasant illiterates (Heitmann, 2011:513), there was a neutral or functional bi-

lingualism. The second stage was characterised by a partial diglossian bilingual-

ism, when the Romanian language was banned in the administration. In the

third stage, beginning in the second half of the 19th century, the Romanian lan-

guage was finally banned in schools. In the fourth stage, by the end of the 19th

century, there was already an official monolingualism: the only officially permit-

ted language was Russian. At the beginning of the 20th century, the awakening

national consciousness fought for political liberation and the defence of its own

language.

10.2. Union with Romania (1918–1940)

In 1918, the area between Prut and Dniester was annexed by Romania. In

the Moldovan-speaking areas of the USSR, a norm for a minority language that

was different from Romanian was sought. Heitmann (2011:513-515) distinguishes

different phases. In the first phase (1924–1928), linguistic separatism was still

low. Since Moldovan was mainly lexically limited, it was decided to use the Ro-

manian language as a basis for cultural work.

Soon this Romanophile tendency was exposed to attacks. From 1928 to

1932, the country distanced itself from Romania in terms of language policy. The

linguist L.A. Madan tried to reconstruct the written language on the basis of the

autochthonous dialect. In addition, the Cyrillic script was to be reintroduced.

This effort, known as Madanism, was officially disapproved of, and there was a

countermovement in the sense of Latinisation with the reintroduction of the

Latin script.
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But this development was thwarted by the Great Purge carried out by Sta-

lin in 1936–1938. Both the Madanist and the Latinising-Romanian language poli-

cies were judged as bourgeois-local or Romanian-infected nationalism (Heit-

mann, 2011:514).

10.3. Language Policy in the Soviet Period (1940–1991)

After the creation of the MSSR, the language policy from the late-1930s

MASSR was extended to the entire MSSR. Education and literacy for the peasants

were delivered in Moldovan language. In addition, the language of higher educa-

tion, the urban elite, and social mobility in general was Russian. Thus, a situation

of strict diglossia was created with Russian serving high functions and local lan-

guages, such as Moldovan, functionally limited to the home and other informal

settings (Ciscel 2006:578-579).

Throughout the 1940s, Moldovan came under the influence of Russian. Its

standardisation and codification in 1939 and 1945 were the works of the philolo-

gist I. D. Cobanu (Ceban), whose presentations of grammar and the orthography

of Moldovan for school lessons remained trendsetting until the end of the Stalin

era. Dialect, on the basis of the Chişinău variety, entered the written language, 

creating a considerable distance to Romanian. This applies in particular to pho-

netics and vocabulary (Heitmann, 2011:514).

In the years 1950 to 1951, there was a course correction. In 1950, Stalin had

denounced Marr’s linguistic approach, according to which languages themselves

were the products of the underlying socioeconomic structure and were there-

fore class-related and not national phenomena (British Encyclopaedia). At the

conference organised in December 1951 by the Linguistic Institute of the Acad-

emy of Sciences of the USSR, Soviet linguists stated that the Moldovan language

was a Romance language whose characteristics were not the Slavic elements, but

the Romance grammatical structure and lexicological fund from Latin (Bojoga

(2013:36).

10.4. Assessment of Soviet language planning

Haarmann (2013:235-236) states in his article with the descriptive title

"Moldovan-Rise and Fall of a Standard Language" that the standard Moldovan

language is a child of the 20th century. The main focus of Soviet language plan-

ning was to create a clear linguistic distance between the Moldovan population

in the Soviet state and the population in the neighbouring state of Romania. One
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might consider this as an interesting experiment. However, it turned out to be

an artificial product, which was abandoned by parliamentary resolution in Chiş-

inău in the autumn of 1989. 

11. Identity and language awareness

Many authors refer to the results of the Study Etnobarometru published in

2004/2005 by the Institutul de Politici Publice al Fundaţiei Soros and IMAS Chişi-

nău, according to which 86% of the interviewees stated that they were speakers 

of the Moldovan language (Bojoga, 2013:14).

Should we take this as evidence for the existence of an autonomous

Moldovan language?

One must clarify what is meant by the term Moldovan. Gabinskij (2002:140)

points out that this also means a careless, non-standard-language speech. Bo-

joga, who rejects the existence of an independent Moldovan language, interprets

the result of the study arguing that respondents refer to the name of their local

dialect (graiul local) and thus make a distinction between this dialect and the

standard Romanian language (Bojoga, 2013:16).

Bojoga (2013:71-72) quotes Vladimir Voronin, the former communist

president of Moldova, who used a very dialectally coloured language in voter

speeches while in an interview with Euronews he spoke a cultivated standard

Romanian.

Gabinsky (2002:135) points out that in the Republic of Moldova many

speakers speak dialect or dialectally coloured language, both in terms of pro-

nunciation and vocabulary. The author distinguishes two groups with different

intentions: one group wants to avoid an overly refined language that is detached

from the people, the other group does not want to use a "bourgeois" language.

12. Moldovan: Language or variety?

On the basis of the above explanations, I would now like to answer the

question on the status of the language spoken in the Republic of Moldova. The

main conclusion that can be drawn is that language has been used as a tool for

achieving different political or ideological goals.

The MASSR tried to design a new language according to class principles. In

this sense, Moldovan should be the language of the Moldovan working class,

while Romanian would be the language of the class enemy spoken in the salons

of the Bucharest bourgeoisie (Bojoga, 2013:17).
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Bojoga (2013:35) quotes Ivan D. Ceban, who in an article published in 1945

called for more Russian words to be used because "Marxist-Leninist science re-

gards the influence of Russian culture on Moldovan culture as a progressive

phenomenon." The doctrine of the Moldovan language was also used to empha-

sise the statehood of the Republic of Moldova. Communist President Voronin de-

clared in 2007 that the Moldovan language, the history of Moldova, the anthem

and the coat of arms were necessary as state attributes to ensure the country's

independence. Therefore, these attributes would also have to be different (Bo-

joga, 2013:67).

The term Greater Romania (Romanian: România Mare) refers to the bor-

ders of the Kingdom of Romania achieved after the First World War. It is also an

ideological concept, which pursues the creation of a nation-state which would

incorporate all Romanian speakers. The rejection of an independent Moldovan

language is an instrument for justifying this idea of România Mare, just as the as-

sertion of its own language is used by the advocates of Moldova's independence.

Moranta (2025:135) points to the parallels between the terms România Mare and

Països Catalans as a potential political and administrative entity or as a cultural

community. In both cases, linguistic unitarianism is used as an instrument for

achieving a political or ideological goal. Later, when the Declaration of Inde-

pendence was drawn up in 1991, some saw the Romanian language as a symbol

of independence (Bojoga, 2013:56).

The internal factors are easy to interpret. I here agree with the opinion of

Heitmann and others that the differences between Romanian and Moldovan are

very small, but I would not consider this as proof, as Heitmann and linguists do,

that Moldovan is a language of its own.

The question of the name of the language is a bit more complicated, but it

seems that the legal situation, in the light of the most recent decisions of the

Government, is in favour of the name Romanian. This is in line with the attitude

of the official institution responsible for the language, which calls the language

of the Republic of Moldova Romanian. Stati’s Dicționar moldovenesc-românesc

speaks of two different languages and clearly states that the purpose of the dis-

tinction is to preserve the Moldovan statehood. On the other hand, one should

take into account the criticism regarding the scientific quality to which this dic-

tionary is exposed.

The majority of Moldovan speakers seem to be aware of their language.

Many of them use their variety in order to be distinguished from the speakers of

standard Romanian for social or ideological reasons. I would not take this as evi-
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dence for the existence of an autonomous Moldovan language because it is nor-

mal code-switching which can be observed in the varieties of many other lan-

guages. The most striking feature of Moldovan is the existence of a very strict,

albeit at times different language planning in the Russian and Soviet period. One

could make theoretical considerations as to whether this language policy would

have led to the emergence of an independent language at some point, but for the

purposes of this investigation it is important that these periods belong to the

past.

The advocates of a separate Moldovan language argue that in order to

have an independent state one must also have or create a language oft its own,

mixing the concepts of statehood with language. The linguistic and political

situation in the world, for example, in the case of English, German or Dutch,

shows us that this argument is not valid.

The situation of Moldovan can be summarised in the light of the above

remarks as follows: The period of Soviet language planning is over, the official

authorities of the Republic of Moldova assume that the national language is Ro-

manian, with the proviso that among the speakers there is a strong awareness of

their language. So, the answer to the question regarding the status of Moldovan

is that it is not a language of its own.

13. Pluricentricity

For reasons of space, I cannot discuss in detail all the aspects of pluricen-

tricity. There is no doubt that Romanian is a pluricentric language, because ac-

cording to the definition, at least one of seven criteria must be met to constitute

a pluricentric language. I shall confine myself to the first two criteria established

by Clyne and Muhr (Muhr 2012: 30):

Criterium 1. Occurrence: A certain language occurs in at least 2 nations

that function as 'interacting centres': Romanian occurs in Romania and in the

Republic of Moldova. In the context of this article, I cannot discuss whether Is-

tro-Romanian, Aromunian and Megleno-Romanian should also be considered va-

rieties of Romanian.

Criterium 2. Linguistic distance (Abstand): The variety must have enough

linguistic (and/or pragmatic) characteristics that distinguish it from others and

by that can serve as a symbol for expressing identity and social uniqueness. Ac-

cording to what I said in chapter 11, this is clearly the case. Due to limited space

I will stop here and will not discuss other aspects, such as stages of pluricentric-

ity, dominance or non-dominance etc.
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14. Conclusion

The language spoken in the Republic of Moldova presents some specific

features compared with the standard Romanian language. These specific fea-

tures are due to the historical development of the country and, in particular, to

the long years Moldova was part of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union,

which implemented their language policy trying to strengthen the role of Rus-

sian and the “non-bourgeois character” of the language. Also, the existing bilin-

gualism plays a role. With the independence of the Republic of Moldova in 1991,

however, this language policy came to an end.

The name of the language used by the Moldovan Government and the atti-

tude of the official institution responsible for the language in the country, which

also calls the language of the state Romanian, are strong arguments for not con-

sidering Moldovan as a language of its own.

The speakers of Moldovan show a strong awareness of their language.

Therefore, the sociolinguistic situation suggests speaking of Moldovan as a vari-

ety of the pluricentric Romanian language.

The advocates of an independent Moldovan language use arguments which

are based on the notion that an own language is necessary to define statehood.

Such arguments are not valid.
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